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Summary 

This chapter is devoted to cloud platform architecture and infrastructure designs. This

is the foundation of cloud computing. The basic cloud models and generic architecture

are introduced. Virtualization techniques are reviewed and assessed, including both

hypervisor-created virtual machines and Docker containers. Then we present

representative cloud architectures for public, private and hybrid clouds, followed by case

studies of IaaS cloud (AWS EC2/S3), PaaS clouds (Google AppEngine), and SaaS

cloud (Salesforce clouds). Finally, we study mobile clouds and inter-cloud mashup

services. Illustrative Examples reports the design and application experiences of iCloud,

Savvis colocation services, XEN, Docker Engine, OpenStack, Eucalyptus, vSphere,

Cloudlets, etc.

Cloud technologies in hardware, software and networking

· These technologies play instrumental roles in making cloud computing a reality.
Most of these technologies have matured to meet the increasing demand. In the
hardware area, the rapid progress in multi-core CPUs, memory chips and disk
arrays has made it possible to build faster datacenters with huge storage space.
Resource virtualization enables rapid cloud deployment with HTC and disaster
recovery capabilities.

· The progress in providing Software as a
Service (SaaS),Wed 2.0 standards and Internet
performance have all contributed to the
emergence of cloud services. Today’s clouds are
designed to serve a large number of tenants over
massive volumes of data. The availability of
large-scale, distributed storage systems lays the
foundation for today’s datacenters.

· Cloud computing has resulted from progress
made in license management and automatic billing
techniques. Private clouds are easier to secure and
more trustworthy within an organization. Once the
private clouds become mature and better secured,
they can be open or converted to public clouds.
Therefore, the boundary between public and private
clouds could be blurred in the future. Most likely,
most future clouds will be hybrid in nature.

http://www.wiley.com/go/hwangIOT
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A generic architecture of a cloud computing system, 
where physical servers are virtualized as VM instances 
under the control of a resources management system.

Generic Cloud Architecture

Here is a security-aware cloud. The Internet cloud
is envisioned as a massive cluster of servers. These servers are
provisioned on demand to perform collective web services or
distributed applications using datacenter resources. The cloud
platform is formed dynamically by provisioning or de-provisioning of
servers, software and database resources. Servers in the cloud can
be physical machines or virtual machines. User interfaces are
applied to request services. The provisioning tool carves out the
cloud system to deliver the requested service.

Ø The bottom layer of physical servers is the hardware

and hosting machine infrastructure.

Ø The top layer includes the cloud applications for user

services.

Ø In the middle layer the applications are often called

middleware for virtualization and resources

management purposes.

Provisioning of both physical and virtualized cloud resources

Application layer (SaaS)

Platform layer (PaaS)

Infrastructure layer (IaaS, HaaS, DaaS, etc.)

Public clouds                          Hybrid clouds                 Private clouds

Community Clouds

Layered architectural development of the cloud platform 
for IaaS, PaaS and SaaS applications over the Internet.

Four families of cloud platforms
Ø Public Clouds: A public cloud is built over the Internet, which can be accessed by

any user who has paid for the service. Public clouds are owned by service providers.
They are accessed by subscription. Well-known public clouds include the Google
App Engine (GAE), Amazon Web Service (AWS), Microsoft Azure, IBM Blue Cloud,
Salesforce Sales Clouds, etc. These providers offer a publicly accessible remote
interface for creating and managing VM instances within the system.

Ø Community Clouds: This is a growing subclass of public clouds. These clouds
appear as a collaborative infrastructure shared by multiple organizations with some
common social or business interest, scientific discovery, high availability, etc.
Community clouds are often built over multiple datacenters. In recent years,
community clouds have grown rapidly in education, business enterprises and
government sectors to meet the growth of big data applications.

Ø Private Clouds: The private cloud is built within the domain of an intranet owned by
a single organization. Therefore, they are client owned and managed. Private
clouds give local users a flexible and agile private infrastructure to run service
workloads within their administrative domains. A private cloud is supposed to deliver
more efficient and convenient cloud services. Private clouds may wish to retain
greater customization and organizational control.

Ø Hybrid Clouds: A hybrid cloud is built with all cloud families. Private clouds support a
hybrid cloud model by supplementing local infrastructure with computing capacity
from an external public cloud. For example, the research compute cloud (RC2) is a
private cloud owned by IBM. The RC2 interconnects the computing resources at 8
IBM Research Centers scattered across the US, Europe and Asia. A hybrid cloud
provides access to clients, partner networks and third parties.

Cloud Models for Big Data Storage and Processing

Here, we classify various types of commercial clouds into five business categories, namely application, platform,

compute/storage, co-location and network clouds. The representative cloud service providers are listed. We have

already introduced the top three service layers as SaaS, PaaS and IaaS, respectively. The platform cloud

provides the PaaS, which sits on top of the IaaS infrastructure. On the top category, the cloud offers software

application services (SaaS). The implication is that we cannot launch SaaS applications without a cloud platform.

The cloud platform cannot be built if the computing and storage infrastructures are not there. However, the

developer can rent the lower level clouds to build the higher level platforms or application portals.
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Three Service Models

Public, private, community, and hybrid clouds (Courtesy of 
National Institute of Standard and Technology, 2013 )

Ø Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): This model puts together infrastructures

demanded by users, namely servers, storage networks and datacenter fabric. The user
can deploy and run on multiple VMs running guest OS on specific applications. The user
does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure, but can specify when to
request and release the needed VMs and data.

ØPlatform as a Service (PaaS): This model provides the user to deploy user-built
applications onto a virtualized cloud platform. PaaS include middleware, database,
development tools and some runtime supports like Web 2.0 and Java, etc. The platform
includes both hardware and software integrated with specific programming interfaces.
The provider supplies the API and software tools (e.g. Java, Python, Web2.0, .Net). The
user is freed from managing the cloud infrastructure.

ØSoftware as a Service (SaaS): This refers to browser-initiated application software
delivered to thousands of paid cloud customers. The SaaS model applies to business
processes, industry applications, CRM (consumer relationship management), ERP
(business enterprise resources planning), HR (human resources) and collaborative
applications. On the customer side, there is no upfront investment in servers or software
licensing. On the provider side, costs are rather low, compared with conventional hosting
of user applications.

Three cloud service models deployed by major providers. (Reprinted with 
permission from Dennis Gannon, Keynote address in IEEE Cloudcom2010)

Ø Ian Foster defined cloud computing as follows:

n A large-scale distributed computing paradigm

that is driven by economics of scale, in which

a pool of abstracted virtualized, dynamically-

scalable, managed computing power, storage,

platforms and services are delivered on

demand to external customers over the

Internet.

Ø Cloud computing offers an on-demand computing

paradigm. Here, we give three basic cloud service

models.

Co-Location Cloud Services by Savvis

Big Data Storage Requirements

In 2015, the total data stored in all forms on Earth was estimated to be 300+ EB, with an

annual growth rate of 28%. However, the total data transmitted among all possible sources

is about 1900+ EB per year (http://www.martinhilbert.net/WorldInfoCapacity.html). In the

past, most information items are expressed in analog format. Digital storage devices

became popular from 2002 and replaced most analog devices quickly.
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• Preprocessing of unstructured data: Traditional relational databases cannot support unstructured data, thus we demand

NoSQL processing of incomplete data from noisy and dirty sources. These data are often short of veracity or not traceable. Many

blogs or social exchanges cannot be easily verified, requiring data filtering and integrity control.

• Social graphs, API, and visualization tools are needed to handle unstructured social media data effectively. This demands

cost-effective clouds and distributed file systems to aggregate, store, process and analyze big data. Bottom-up techniques are

needed to uncover unknown structures and patterns.

• Data analytics software tools are needed in a big data cloud. In subsequent chapters, we will address some open-source or

commercial tools for big data analysis. These tools must be integrated to maximize their collaborative effect. Business

intelligence must be upgraded to inductive statistics or support predictive analytics in critical decision making.

• Machine learning and cloud analytics algorithms are greatly in demand for supervised or unsupervised machine or deep

learning. Data scientists must have sufficient domain knowledge, statistical data mining, social science and programming skills.

Thus it demands experts from crossover domains to work cooperatively.

• Data governance and security demands data privacy, integrity control, SLA compliance, accountability, and trust management,

etc. Security control must be deployed on a global scale. Data privacy must be preserved down to fine-grain access control level.

Big Data Cloud Platform Architecture

Conceptual architecture of a modern cloud system for big data computing applications.

Workflow in A Big Data Processing Engine

Cloud services are exercised at five layers: data sources,
processing, access control, incident management and
privacy protection

Five resources virtualization levels.

Among these, server virtualization is indispensable in converting a datacenter into an operating
cloud to serve a large number users at the same time. The main purpose of server virtualization
is to upgrade the cluster elasticity and enhance the utilization of shared servers. Desktop
virtualization attempts to provide application flexibility by individual users. Virtual storage and
virtual networking make clouds even more powerful for co-location operations. Application
virtualization refers to software process-level virtualization.
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Hardware Virtualization

Ø Full virtualization: This refers to a complete simulation or translation of the host hardware to

some sort of virtual CPU, virtual memory or virtual disks for use by the VM using its own

unmodified OS.

Ø Partial virtualization: This refers to the fact that some selected resource are virtualized and

some are not. Therefore, some guest programs must be modified to run in such an environment.

Ø Para-virtualization: In this case, the hardware environment of the VM is not virtualized. The

guest applications are executed in an isolated domains or sometimes caller software containers.

The guest OS is no longer used. Instead, a VMM is installed at the user space to guide the

execution of user programs.

Virtualization at Various Abstraction Levels

Two VM architectures compared with 
conventional physical machines

Virtual Machine Architecture

The XEN Architecture: Domain 0 for resources 
control and I/O and several guest domains (VMs) 
are created for housing user applications.

Example�The XEN Hypervisor 
Architecture and Resources Control
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libvirtLXC

Linux Kernel
cgroups,  namespaces,   Netlink,  SELinux

Netfilter, capabilities, AppArmor

Docker Engine

libcontainer

System-nspawn

The Docker engine accessing the Linux kernel 
feature for isolated virtualization of different 
application containers

Docker Engine and Application Containers

Hypervisor versus Docker engine for creating virtual 
machines and application containers, respectively

Deployment Opportunity of VMs/Containers

Here, we have summarized the properties of several 
hypervisors (XEN, KVM, Hyper V and VMware).

Client

Rootfs  (layered)

Drivers: Graph, Network, Exec.

Libcontainer:  netlink, namespaces, 

devices, apparmor, cgroups, ….

Graph : 

Repository of images

Docker Registry

Docker Container :(User application in 

an isolated execution environment)

Docker Daemon: Servers, Handler, and Engine 

Docker Engine

Docker engine block diagram for creating and management 
of Docker containers in isolated execution.

Example   —>

Cloud Platform Architectures

Here, we compare the three SoAs for building three
types of clouds. The AWS cloud represents the most popular
public cloud. The OpenStack is used for private cloud
construction in small business and protected communities.
The commercial VMWare software packages are for building
hybrid clouds used by large business enterprises and
organizations.

The AWS public cloud consisting of the top management layer, PaaS 
and IaaS platforms, and the global infrastructure built over 
datacenters in availability zones located at various regions globally.
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Recovery overhead on a physical 
cluster compared with that for a 
virtual cluster

VM Management and Disaster Recovery

Ø Independent Service Management: Independent services request facilities to execute many unrelated tasks.
Commonly, the APIs provided are web services that the developer can use conveniently. In AWS EC2, the SQS (Simple
Queue Service) is constructed to provide a reliable communication service between different providers. Even endpoint
does not run while another entity has posted a message in the SQS. By using independent service providers, the cloud
applications can run different services at the same time.

Ø Running Third-party Applications: Cloud platform is often used to execute third-party applications. As current web
applications are often provided by using Web 2.0 form, the programming interfaces are different from those used in
runtime libraries. The APIs act as services. Web service application engines are used by the programmers for building
third-party applications. The web browsers are the user interface for end users.

Ø Hardware Virtualization: In a cloud system, hypervisors are often used to virtualize the hardware resources to create
VMs. System-level virtualization demands a special kind of software which simulates the execution of hardware and
runs even unmodified operating systems. Virtualized servers, storage and networks are put together to yield a cloud
computing platform. The cloud development and deployment environments should be consistent to eliminate runtime
problems. The VMs installed at a cloud computing platform are mainly used for hosting third-party applications. Virtual
machines provide the flexible runtime services to free the users from worrying about the system environment.

Source Node

Dom0

migration 
daemon

CBC 
compression

dirty
bitmap shadow page table

VM

VMM

Hardware

Target Node

migration 
daemon

CBC 
compression

VMM

Hardware

In a cluster built with mixed nodes of host
and guest systems, the normal way of
operation is to run everything on the physical
machine. When a VM fails, its role could be
replaced by another VM on a different node,
as long as they both run with the same guest
OS. In other words, a physical node can fail
over to a VM on another host. This is
different from physical-to-physical failover in
a traditional physical cluster. The advantage
is to enhance failover flexibility. The potential
drawback is that a VM must stop playing its
role on a failing host node. However, this
problem can be dealt with by live VM
migration.

Live VM Migration Steps

Live migration of VM from the Dom0 domain to that of an XEN-enabled target host

The Eucalyptus for building private cloud by
establishing a virtual network over the VMs linked
through Ethernet and the Internet.

OpenStack for Constructing Private Clouds

OpenStack for Constructing Private Clouds
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Container Scheduling and Orchestration

Docker users would like to scale a large number of containers across many hosts. Clustered hosts

present some management challenges. This demands the use of Docker schedulers and orchestration

tools. First, we identify the challenges and then examine The OpenStack Magnum, one of the

container tools that can help managing Docker containers to yield scalable performance. Orchestration

is a broad concept that involves container scheduling, cluster management, and even the provisioning

of additional hosts.

VMware cloud platform built with vSphere, NSX
and vSAN, working as a hybrid cloud with AWS.

VMWare Packages for Building Hybrid Clouds

VMWare is the first company supported virtualization of

�-86 servers, with VMWare products mainly used to

support more than an 80% market share of enterprise

clouds or hybrid clouds. Their cloud OS products appear

as vSphere kernels and vCenter interfaces.

Cloud Platform Architectures

Here, we compare the three SoAs for building three
types of clouds. The AWS cloud represents the most popular
public cloud. The OpenStack is used for private cloud
construction in small business and protected communities.
The commercial VMWare software packages are for building
hybrid clouds used by large business enterprises and
organizations.

The AWS public cloud consisting of the top management layer, PaaS 
and IaaS platforms, and the global infrastructure built over 
datacenters in availability zones located at various regions globally.
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Case Studies of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS Clouds

The EC2 execution environment where Amazon Machine Image
(AMI) can be created from public, private or paid pools with
security protection.

AWS Cloud Service Offerings

The Amazon S3 storage service
for holding unlimited data objects

Platform PaaS Clouds – Google AppEngine

HTTP 
r esponse

HTTP 
r equest

Upl oad

Manage
Traf f i c Moni t or
Versi on Cont rol

Web Appl i cat i on 
Pr ovi der

User 
I nt erf ace

App Engi ne 
Admi n Consol e

Googl e Load Bal ance

Data

Data
Data

Data

Bui l d

Test

Depl oy

Upgr ade

Local  
Devel opment

App 
Engi ne 

SDK

Data

User s

Data
Data

Data

Google AppEngine platform for PaaS
operations with load balancing

To develop, deploy and manage the execution of applications
using the provisioned resources demands a cloud platform with
all required software environments. Such a cloud platform
includes the operating system and run-time library support. This
has triggered the creation of the PaaS model to enable the user
to develop and deploy his user applications. Cloud platform
services offered by five providers are given in Table 2.17. These
PaaS service providers include Google AppEngine, Microsoft
Azure, Force.com, Amazon Elastic MapReduce, and Aneka in
Australia.
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Users seeking for SaaS offerings

Sales Cloud Service Cloud      Market Cloud  

Data Cloud Collaboration Cloud                     Analytics Cloud  

Custom Cloud (Force.com Cloud)                           

Seven Salesforce cloud service offerings: all for
SaaS applications except the custom cloud offering
PaaS applications.

Ø Sales Cloud: for CRM SaaS applications for managing customer profile,
tracking opportunities, optimizing campaigns, etc.;

Ø Service Cloud: a cloud-based customer service SaaS. Allowing companies
to create, track and route service cases, including social media networking
services;

Ø Market Cloud: providing social marketing SaaS applications. Allows
companies to identify sales leads from social media, discover advocates, etc.;

Ø Data Cloud: for acquiring and managing CRM records;
Ø Collaboration Cloud: for use by business collaborators;
Ø Analytics Cloud: for sales performance analysis based on machine learning;
Ø Custom Cloud: a PaaS platform for creating add-on applications on top of

the standard CRM applications.

Application SaaS Clouds – The Salesforce Clouds

The capabilities of mobile device are enhanced by mobile
clouds in a heterogeneous mobile computing environment

Mobile Clouds and Cloudlet Gateways

Virtual-machine based cloudlets for
mobile cloud computing applications.

Cloudlet mesh architecture for securing mobile cloud computing
(Courtesy of Y. Shi, S. Abhilash, and K, Hwang. “Cloudlet Mesh for
Securing Mobile Clouds from Intrusions and Network Attacks.” The Third
IEEE Int’l Conf. on Mobile Cloud Computing, (MobileCloud), April, 2015)

The Architecture of A Cloudlet Mesh

Fast VM synthesis in cloudlet built at the CMU Kimberley
prototype system (Courtesy of Satyanarayanan, et al, IEEE
Pervasive Computing, 2009)
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Workflow in a mashup of five cloud services
for solving a patient healthcare problem.

Mashup of Multiple Cloud Services in Healthcare Applications

MapReduce model for selecting skyline services to optimize the QoS

Ø The Map Process: Service data points are partitioned by the master server (e.g. UDDI) into multiple data
blocks based on the QoS demand. The data blocks are dispatched to slave servers for parallel processing.

Ø Local Skyline Computation: In this process, each slave server generates the local skylines from service
data points on its own subdivided data blocks.

Ø The Reduce Process: In this process, local skylines generated by all the slave servers are merged and
integrated into a global skyline, which applies to all services being evaluated.

Three data partitioning methods for MapReduce skyline query
processing. (Reprinted with permission from F. Zhang, K. Hwang,
et al. 2016.)

Dynamic Composition of Mashup Services

Relative performance of three MapReduce methods for cloud
mashup performance (Reprinted with permission from F. Zhang, K.
Hwang, et al, 2016.)

Conclusions

l Cloud architecture was studied in this chapter. We considered clouds that can be

applied to big data storage and processing in analytics applications. Then we devoted

Sections 2.2 and 2.3 to virtualization techniques. Virtualization concepts are introduced

with hypervisors and Docker containers, which lay the foundation for cloud

construction and elastic management. Case studies of AWS, GAE and Salesforce

clouds were given in Section 2.4. Then we introduced recent advances in cloud

mashup services and software tools for applications.

l Cloud mashup services are projected to grow rapidly in the coming decade due to the

growing population of public clouds. We present skyline discovery and composition of

cloud mashup services. In general, high performance promotes cloud productivity. The

QoS in clouds is based on user preferences.
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Thank You !


